Profile for surveillance monitoring applications

Integrating people and technology to enhance security

Eaton’s Profile Advanced Console System is perfectly suited to accommodate the technology common to video surveillance and security monitoring. The system’s modular construction and space-efficient design are ideal for lobby areas, security offices and remote surveillance rooms. Profile offers integrated storage for monitor arrays, CCTV, video recorders, switches, UPSs and other integrated security equipment.

The design of a security workstation is directly related to the ability of security officers to perform their jobs effectively. By improving communication, integrating people and technology and ensuring all computers and equipment are within arm’s reach, officers are better equipped to avert potential security breaches within their facility.

At Eaton®, our goal is to provide you with top quality monitoring consoles, accompanying power distribution and management products and superior service and delivery to maximize your return on investment.

Features and benefits

- Unique core design offers superior power and cable management while providing easy service access for equipment maintenance and upgrades
- Stackable core wall system allows for applications requiring multi-tier monitor displays
- A full portfolio of FPD articulating arms permits a variety of monitor arrays for comfortable cockpit viewing of CCTV monitoring cameras and other equipment
- Available electronic or manual height-adjustable worksurfaces for sit-to-stand applications
- Professional project management and installation to provide seamless execution of your project and to ensure that your consoles are assembled with an expert touch

Monitoring a variety of business and institutional applications

- Airports
- Casinos
- Corrections
- Hospitals
- Military bases
- Municipal buildings
- Schools/universities
Design, layout and installation

You will get a better feel for your proposed system before it’s installed with the 3D renderings our skilled CAD designer provide free of charge.

Security suite furniture, racks and accessories

Eaton offers a wide range of accessories and power products to completely outfit your security and surveillance monitoring workspaces.

A wide range of FPD (flat panel display) mounting solutions, featuring Centris® technology, lift monitors off the work surface and provide smooth, fingertip tilt with +/- 15-degrees of movement.

CPU caddies and dockers allow you to efficiently store computers while providing ease of access to connections and outlets.

Customized desktop rackmount modules house a wide range of equipment and instrumentation and keep important technology within arm’s reach of an operator.

Eaton’s portfolio of ePDUs, UPSs, surge protectors and other power products ensure that your mission-critical security operation operates at peak performance.

Open racks meet a variety of application requirements including voice/data/video (VDV) communication systems and other network infrastructure; efficiently routing accompanying cabling.

Eaton’s wall mount enclosures offer a cost-effective, versatile and secure means to mount communication cabling, networking gear and related equipment on a wall.

Relevant standards

- ANSI/BIFMA X5.5 – 2008 Desk/Table Products
- GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified

To contact an Eaton salesperson or local distributor, please visit www.eaton.com/wrightline or call 800-225-7348
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